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ABSTRACT
Motivation: This paper is concerned with algorithms for align-
ing two whole genomes so as to identify regions that possibly
contain conserved genes. Motivated by existing heuristic-
based software tools, we initiate the study of an optimization
problem that attempts to uncover conserved genes with a
global concern. Another interesting feature in our formulation
is the tolerance of noise, which also complicates the optimiza-
tion problem. A brute-force approach takes time exponential in
the noise level.
Results: We show how an insight into the optimization struc-
ture can lead to a drastic improvement in the time and space
requirement [precisely, to O(k 2n2) and O(k 2n), respectively,
where n is the size of the input and k is the noise level]. The
reduced space requirement allows us to implement the new
algorithm, called MaxMinCluster, on a PC. It is exciting to
see that when tested with different real data sets, MaxMin-
Cluster consistently uncovers a high percentage of conserved
genes that have been published by GenBank. Its performance
is indeed favorably compared to MUMmer (perhaps the most
popular software tool for uncovering conserved genes in a
whole-genome scale).
Availability: The source code is available from the website
http://www.csis.hku.hk/∼colly/maxmincluster/. Detailed proof
of the propositions can also be found there.
Contact: whwong@cs.hku.hk
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with algorithms for aligning the whole
genomes of two related species so as to identify regions on
the genomes that possibly contain their conserved genes. This
problem has attracted a lot of attention in the past few years
and a number of software tools have been developed (Baillie
and Rose, 2000; Buhler, 2001; Delcher et al., 1999, 2002;
Kurtz et al., 2004; Morgenstern, 1999; Morgenstern et al.,
1998; Schwartz et al., 2000; Vincens et al., 1998). Whole
genome alignment has also been studied for other applica-
tions (Altschul et al., 1997; Batzoglou et al., 2000; Frazer
et al., 2003; Nieduszynski et al., 2002).
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Related species (such as mouse and human) often have a lot
of genes conserved, i.e. having the same functionality. Though
a conserved gene rarely comprises the same entire sequence
in two genomes [probably due to mutations (Gangloff et al.,
1996; Mushegian and Koonin, 1996; Plasterk, 1993; Griffiths
et al., 2000)], there are usually a lot of short common sub-
strings and some of these substrings are indeed unique to this
conserved gene. Thus, the first step to align two genomes
would be to identify pairs of maximal substrings that appear
uniquely in both genomes. This can be done in linear time
using suffix trees (Gusfield, 1997). Of course, not every pair
of matched substrings correspond to a conserved gene; in fact,
most matched substrings in the input are ‘noise’ and many of
them actually originate from intergenic regions. Extracting
the right pairs is not a trivial problem. See Figure 1 for an
example.
Matched substrings that are noise are usually short and isol-
ated. A conserved gene usually corresponds to a sequence
of matched substrings that are consecutive and close in both
genomes and have sufficient length. We call such a sequence
a cluster. A collection of clusters gives us an alignment of
the conserved genes between the two given genomes. At first
glance, the problem of finding conserved genes is a simple
clustering problem. Such a clustering approach has been used
in practice (Delcher et al., 2002), yet the success is limited.
There are two major concerns.
• Some conserved genes do not induce clusters of sufficient
size; the primary reason is the presence of noise (which
separates the actual matched substrings). To uncover such
genes, we have to relax the definition of a cluster to allow
the presence of noise.
• To report an alignment, one can simply use some ad hoc
or greedy approach to cluster the pairs, but this does not
have much control over the quality of the alignment. It
is more desirable to find an alignment that satisfies some
instinctive criterion, say, maximizing the size of the smal-
lest cluster. Such a criterion could possibly improve the
overall quality of the alignment as we avoid reporting
relatively small clusters, which are less likely to be con-
served genes. But imposing such a criterion increases
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Fig. 1. Among all pairs of matched substrings, a number of them do not originate from conserved genes. See (a), (b), (c) for examples.
drastically the time and space requirement for finding an
alignment.
In this paper we introduce the notion of k-noisy clusters,
which allows us to ignore up to k pairs of matched substrings
in considering a cluster (see the formal definition below). We
expect that k is a small integer; otherwise, some clusters repor-
ted may be of very poor quality. Furthermore, we investigate
the optimization problem of finding an alignment that maxim-
izes the size of the smallest cluster. Intuitively, this selection
criterion does not favor small clusters, which are less likely
to be conserved genes. We believe that the tolerance of noise
would enable more conserved genes to be uncovered and the
selection criterion would trim away those small clusters.
The bottleneck in solving this optimization problem is on
checking whether two regions on the two genomes contain a
k-noisy cluster. A brute-force approach is to examine all pos-
sible combinations of at most k substrings within the regions,
then check whether throwing these substrings away would
leave two sequences of matched substrings that are consec-
utive on each genome and satisfy the size requirement. This
requiresO(nk+1) time, wheren is the number of matched sub-
strings in the input. In this paper we show how to exploit the
structure of the problems to devise a more efficient algorithm;
it requires only O(k2) time for a pair of regions on average,
and O(k2n2) time for checking all pairs. This improvement
allows us to solve the optimization problem in O(k2n2) time
using dynamic programming.
A straightforward implementation of the dynamic pro-
gramming would require O(kn2) space. This is actually too
demanding. For example, in a pair of human and mouse
chromosomes, there can be up to a hundred thousand pairs
of matched substrings. Assuming k = 3, we already need
>10 GB of memory to implement this algorithm, which far
exceeds the capacity of ordinary workstations. Fortunately,
we are able to reduce the space requirement of the algorithm
to O(k2n), while maintaining the same time complexity.
The new algorithm, which will be referred to as MaxMin-
Cluster, has been implemented on a PC and compared with
a heuristic-based software tool called MUMmer-3 (Kurtz
et al., 2004) (which is currently the most popular whole
genome alignment software tool). The evaluation of DNA
sequence alignment was based on ten pairs of human and
mouse chromosomes. Furthermore, we have tested both soft-
ware tools for aligning translated protein sequences; notice
that detecting protein sequence homology is particularly
needed for distantly related genomes. For this purpose, we
evaluated the software tools using nine virus genomes.
It is encouraging to see that for aligning DNA sequences,
MaxMinCluster consistently achieves better coverage while
preserving the sensitivity (for coverage, we count the per-
centage of published conserved genes that are reported; for
sensitivity, we count the percentage of the reported clusters
that are known to reside in a conserved gene; note that sensit-
ivity is only an estimate as the literature has not yet identified
all conserved genes). In some cases, the coverage of MaxMin-
Cluster is as high as 1.5 times of MUMmer-3. See the section
on experimental results for details. For aligning translated pro-
tein sequences, both software tools are able to achieve very
high coverage (an average of 92%) when aligning the human
and mouse chromosomes, MaxMinCluster has a slightly bet-
ter sensitivity, though. For the case of virus, MaxMinCluster
shows a higher coverage consistently.
Remarks We have also studied another optimization prob-
lem which is to find an alignment that minimizes the number of
clusters. This selection criterion does not favor small clusters
either. We have derived a dynamic programming algorithm
whose performance is very similar to MaxMinCluster in terms
of coverage, and space and time complexity (see our website).
AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The input is a sequence M = (m1, m2, . . . , mn), where each
mi denotes a pair of uniquely matched substrings on two given
genomes A and B. More precisely, each mi is represented as
a 4-tuple (ai , bi , i , σi) where ai and bi are respectively the
starting positions on A and B, i the length of the substrings
and σi the orientation of the substrings. A pair of matched sub-
strings on two genomes can originate from two sense strands
of the same orientation or from a sense strand and an antisense
strand of opposite orientations. Ifmi is of same orientation, we
set σi = 1; if mi is of opposite orientations, we set σi = −1.
Intuitively, same orientation means that the ai-th character of
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the sense strand of A matches the bi-th character of the sense
strand of B, the (ai + 1)-th matches the (bi + 1)-th and so on;
while opposite orientations mean that the ai-th character of the
sense strand of A matches the (bi +i −1)-th character of the
antisense strand ofB, the (ai+1)-th matches the (bi + i − 2)-
th and so on. We assume that a1 < a2 < · · · < an. Let
MinSize and Gap be two predefined positive constants.
Noisy clusters
A segment of M is a subsequence in the form
(mi , mi+1, . . . , mi+t ). Let k be a positive integer. We say that
a segment of M is a k-noisy cluster if we can remove at most
k elements from the segment, denoted by X, such that the
resulting subsequence S satisfies the following conditions:
(1) The σis of all mis in S are the same.
(2) If σi = 1, both the ais and bis of S are increas-
ing; otherwise, the ais are increasing while the bis are
decreasing.
(3) For any two consecutive elements mp and mq in S, we
require that they satisfy some kind of distance require-
ment. Let g1 = |ap −aq | and g2 = |bp −bq |. A simple
distance requirement is g1 ≤ Gap and g2 ≤ Gap.1
(4) Size(S), defined to be∑mi∈S i , is at leastMinSize.
This is called the size requirement.
Intuitively, X corresponds to the noise.
Alignment
An alignment of M , denoted A below, is a maximal collection
of disjoint k-noisy clusters, i.e.
• clusters in A are mutually disjoint;
• there does not exist another k-noisy cluster which is dis-
joint with all clusters in A (i.e. we cannot add more
clusters to A);
• there does not exist another k-noisy cluster which
includes some cluster(s) in A and is disjoint with all other
clusters in A (i.e. we cannot enlarge any cluster in A).
Max–min alignment problem
We define the weight of a k-noisy cluster C as follows. Note
that there may be more than one subset X that makes C quali-
fied as a k-noisy cluster. Among all such Xs, let Xo be the
one with the smallest size. Define w(C), the weight of C, to
be Size(C − Xo).
The max–min alignment problem is defined as follows.
Given a set M of pairs of matched substrings, we want to
1Another useful form of distance requirement is |g1 − g2| ≤ Diff, and
|g1 − g2| ≤ Ratio · max{g1, g2}, where Diff and Ratio are predefined
constants. As to be shown, our algorithm is applicable for any distance
requirement.
find an alignment A∗ of M such that
min
C∈A∗ w(C) = maxA∈ minC∈Aw(C),
where  denotes the set of all possible alignments of M . We
call A∗ an optimal alignment of M and minC∈A∗ w(C) the
weight of A∗.
ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION
The dynamic programming algorithm
In this section, we describe a dynamic programming
algorithm, called MaxMinCluster, for the max–min align-
ment problem. Recall that the input is a sequence M =
(m1, m2, . . . , mn) and  denotes the set of all alignments
of M . We want to find an optimal alignment A∗ of M , i.e.
minC∈A∗ w(C) = maxA∈ minC∈A w(C). Intuitively, this
selection criterion does not favor small clusters, which are
less likely to be conserved genes. The dynamic program-
ming algorithm computes A∗ incrementally, by considering
the sequences (m1), (m1, m2), . . . , (m1, m2, . . . , mj) and so
on. Roughly speaking, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the algorithm finds
the optimal alignment involving m1, m2, . . . , mj by consider-
ing every k-noisy cluster (mi , . . . , mj) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ j and
the alignment involving m1, m2, . . . , mi ; the best alignment is
chosen by trying all such i values. Details are as follows.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let j be the set of all possible k-noisy
clusters of M whose elements are in (m1, m2, . . . , mj). Let
j be the set of all maximal collections of disjoint k-noisy





Note that n equals the set of all possible k-noisy clusters
of M and n = . Thus, W(n) is the weight of the optimal
alignment of M . To find W(j), we consider two cases accord-
ing to whether mj is included in some cluster in the alignment.
Let j ⊆ j be the set of those maximal collections each of
















Obviously, W(j) = max{WI(j),WE(j)}.
The computation of WI(j) and WE(j) requires us to deter-
mine whether a segment of M in the form (mi , mi+1, . . . , mj)
is a k-noisy cluster, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j . To ease our discussion,
we denote the segment (mi , mi+1, . . . , mj) as Mij . Proposi-
tion 1 states that the computation can be done recursively. We
first give the intuitive ideas.
Let Sj be the set of the starting positions of all segments
which end at position j and which form a k-noisy cluster. For
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every i ∈ Sj , the best alignment in j that contains Mij is the
union of {Mij } and the best alignment in i−1. On the other
hand, let i∗ be the largest position in Sj . Let h be the largest
index of the matched substring pair in some alignment A∈
j − j . Note that i∗ ≤h≤ j − 1, otherwise, A ∪ {Mi∗j } is
an alignment which contradicts that A is maximal. Therefore,
we can compute WI(j) and WE(j) recursively as follows.
Proposition 1. Assume that W(0) = WI(0) = WE(0) = 0.














maxh∈[i∗, j−1] WI(h) if Sj = ∅,
W(j − 1) otherwise.
Based on Proposition 1, we can solve the max–min align-
ment problem using dynamic programming (see Algorithm
MaxMinCluster).
Algorithm MaxMinCluster
1. For each subsequence Mij of M with 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n,
determine whether it is a k-noisy cluster and compute its
weight if so. For any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let Sj be the set of all i
values such that Mij is a k-noisy cluster, and i∗ be the
largest such value.
2. Set W(0) = WI(0) = WE(0) = 0.
3. For j = 1 to n
(a) For each Mij ∈ Sj , compute the value according to
Proposition 1 part 1 in terms of W(i−1) and w(Mij ).
(b) Compute WE(j) according to Proposition 1 part 2 in
terms of W(j − 1) and WI(h) for i∗ ≤ h ≤ j − 1.
(c) Set W(j) = max{WI(j),WE(j)}.
Suppose that we have a preprocessing to find all k-noisy
clusters and their weights (i.e. Step 1 of Algorithm MaxMin-
Cluster) in f (n) time so that we can answer in O(1) time
whether a particular segment is a k-noisy cluster. Consider
each iteration of Step 3 of Algorithm MaxMinCluster. Com-
puting WI(j) and WE(j) takes O(j) time. Then W(j) can
be computed in O(1) time. Therefore, Step 3 of Algorithm
MaxMinCluster takes O(n2) time and the whole algorithm
takes O(n2 + f (n)) time.
The preprocessing, i.e. finding all k-noisy clusters, is non-
trivial and indeed the bottleneck. Below, we give an algorithm
to find all k-noisy clusters with timef (n) = O(k2n2). In other
words, the whole algorithm runs in O(k2n2) time.
Finding the k-noisy clusters
In this section, we show how to find all k-noisy clusters
and determine their weights in O(k2n2) time. A brute-force
approach is to determine whether a particular segment Mij
is a k-noisy cluster by examining all possible combinations
of up to k elements in the segment, and checking whether
throwing these elements away would leave a sequence satis-
fying the k-noisy cluster requirement. This requires O(nk+1)
time. Hence, computing all k-noisy clusters and their weights
takes O(nk+3) time. Below we show how to improve the time
complexity to O(k2n2). The main observation is that we are
able to determine whether a segment Mij is a k-noisy cluster
by examining a small number of Mij ′ for some j ′ < j that
have already been considered. Details are given below.
Consider any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. To determine whether a seg-
ment Mij is a k-noisy cluster, we try every Mij ′ with j ′ < j
to check whether it is possible to obtain a k-noisy cluster by
extending Mij ′ to include mj while satisfying the four require-
ments of a k-noisy cluster. We observe that the first three
requirements of a k-noisy cluster are local concerns while
the fourth requirement (i.e. the size requirement) is a global
concern in the following sense. If the segment Mij ′ does not
satisfy the first three requirements, it is impossible to extend
it such that Mij satisfies these requirements. On the other
hand, even if Mij ′ does not satisfy the size requirement, it is
still possible to extend Mij ′ such that Mij is a k-noisy cluster
because adding more matched substring pairs may make the
extended segment to be of sufficient size. Based on this obser-
vation, we exclude the size requirement when we describe the
sub-problem.
Now we describe how to find k-noisy clusters. Recall that
Gap and MinSize are two predefined positive constants.
A set H ⊂ {mi , mi+1, . . . , mj } is said to be a set of noise
in Mij if Mij − H satisfies the first three requirements of a
noisy cluster (i.e. the size requirement is excluded) and the
elements in Mij − H are either all of the same orientation or
all of the opposite orientations (i.e. the value of σ s are all the
same). Notice that ∅ is also a candidate for H . Let N+ij (N−ij ,
respectively) be the set of noiseH inMij such that all elements
in Mij − H have σ = 1 (σ = −1, respectively). Notice that
Mij is a k-noisy cluster if and only if there is someH ∗ inN+ij or
N−ij such that |H ∗| ≤ k and Size(Mij − H ∗) ≥ MinSize.
Therefore, we have the following proposition.




maxH∈N+ij ,|H |≤ k{Size(Mij − H)},
maxH∈N−ij ,|H |≤ k{Size(Mij − H)}
}
is at least MinSize.
Thus, to find all k-noisy clusters, it suffices to compute the
expression in Proposition 2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. In the rest
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of this section, we show how to compute the expression
max
H∈N+ij ,|H |≤ k
{Size(Mij − H)} (1)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. The counterpart can be computed
similarly. Define, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and 0 ≤ x ≤ k,
V(i, j , x) = max
H∈N+ij ,|H |≤ x
{Size(Mij − H)}.
Thus, Expression (1) equals V(i, j , k). Let
V(i, j , x) = max
H∈N+ij ,|H |≤ x,mj ∈H
{Size(Mij − H)}.
To take care of the boundary conditions, for any i, j < 1 and
x < 0, we set V(i, j , x) = V(i, j , x) = 0. Then, we have
V(i, j , x) = max{V(i, j , x),V(i, j − 1, x − 1)}.
Now we show how to computeV(i, j , x). Ifmj is of opposite
orientations, V(i, j , x) = 0. Suppose mj is of same orienta-
tion. Let P be the set of matched substring pairs mp =
(ap, bp, p) such that the following properties are satisfied:
• mp is of same orientation;
• max(i, j − x − 1) ≤ p ≤ j − 1;
• bp < bj ; and
• mp and mj satisfy the distance requirement.2
For any mp ∈P , there are j − p − 1 matched substring pairs
in between mp and mj . If there is a set X such that |X| ≤
x − (j − p − 1) and Mip − X satisfies the first three require-
ments of noisy cluster, then we can throw away a set X′
with at most x matched substring pairs from Mij , where
X′ = (mp+1, mp+2, . . . , mj−1)∪X so that Mij −X′ also sat-
isfies the first three requirements of noisy cluster. Therefore,
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3. V(i, j , x) can be computed recursively as
follows in terms of V(i, j ′, x′) for some j ′ < j and x′ ≤ x.
V(i, j , x) =

maxmp∈P V(i, p, x − j + p + 1) + Size((mj ))
if P = ∅,
0 otherwise.
Time and space complexity Both theV andV tables have kn2
entries. Each V entry is the maximum of at most k precom-
puted values. Therefore, computing the V table takes O(k2n2)
time. Each V entry is the maximum of two precomputed val-
ues. Therefore, computing the V table takes O(kn2) time.
With the computed V values, we can determine whether a
given subsequence of M is a k-noisy cluster in O(1) time.
2The framework of the dynamic programming is applicable for any distance
requirement.
Together with the discussion on computing W(j), we have a
dynamic programming algorithm for the max–min alignment
problem which takes O(k2n2) time.
For the space requirement, a straightforward implementa-
tion of the dynamic programming requires O(kn2) space. We
can reduce the requirement to O(k2n) space. Consider the
computation of WI(j) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We need to exam-
ine the values V(i, j , k) with 1 ≤ i ≤ j . Computing V(i, j , k)
requires the computation of V(i, p, x) for some 0 ≤ x ≤ k
and some p with max(i, j − x − 1) ≤ p < j . There are at
most (k+1) such x-values and at most (k+1) such p-values.
In other words, the computation of WI(j) requires O(k2n)
precomputed values, so only O(k2n) space is needed to store
these values.
The software tool
By exploiting the MaxMinCluster algorithm, we have
developed a software tool for locating conserved genes. The
details are as follows.
Preprocessing Finding matched substring pairs. We have
constructed a program based on suffix tree to find those
maximal uniquely matched substring pairs; the running time
ranges from several to fifty minutes. We require that each
pair of substrings reported has length at least α, for some
α > 0. The default value of α is 20 and 7 for aligning DNA
sequences and protein sequences, respectively. As the suffix
tree approach sometimes reports a large number of trivially
isolated matched substring pairs which are almost certain to
be noise, we remove such pairs before the clustering step. The
default distance for a trivially isolated pair is set to 8000 and
2000 for DNA sequences and protein sequences, respectively.
Note that we purposely make this distance bigger than neces-
sary so as to avoid removing correct matched substring pairs.
Clustering We apply the MaxMinCluster algorithm to find
an alignment of the matched substring pairs reported before.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
In this section, we report the quality of output of MaxMin-
Cluster, and MUMmer-3, on aligning DNA sequences as
well as translated protein sequences. We have implemented
MaxMinCluster in a PC with 512 M main memory and a
2.4 GHz CPU. We have tested the program on data sets with
n ranges from 30 000 to 100 000 and k = 3.
Notice that MUMmer-3 has two packages: NUCmer is
for aligning DNA sequences and PROmer is for translated
protein sequences. Both of them share a common clus-
tering algorithm which has similar parameters (Gap and
MinSize) as MaxMinCluster. In our experiments, we com-
pare MaxMinCluster with this clustering algorithm on both
DNA sequences and translated protein sequences using the
same set of parameters.
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Table 1. The coverage, degree of coverage and the sensitivity of aligning the DNA sequences of mouse and human genomes for the setting Gap = 2000 and
MinSize = 100
Exp. No. Coverage Degree of coverage Sensitivity
MUMmer MaxMinCluster MUMmer MaxMinCluster MUMmer MaxMinCluster
i 33 (65%) 39 (76%) 50% 60% 22% 24%
ii 99 (52%) 146 (76%) 40% 58% 25% 32%
iii 55 (54%) 71 (70%) 48% 66% 16% 16%
iv 26 (68%) 30 (79%) 57% 65% 28% 28%
v 46 (64%) 51 (71%) 49% 63% 34% 32%
vi 12 (39%) 18 (58%) 52% 52% 13% 16%
vii 21 (70%) 24 (80%) 43% 61% 55% 51%
viii 25 (54%) 35 (76%) 49% 60% 38% 47%
ix 13 (43%) 15 (50%) 28% 37% 36% 43%
x 61 (66%) 73 (78%) 62% 72% 35% 35%
Average 58% 71% 48% 59% 30% 32%
The figures in parenthesis are the percentage of coverage over the number of published conserved genes.
The data sets we use include ten pairs of mouse and human
chromosomes. For each pair of mouse and human chromo-
somes, a number of conserved genes have already identified by
the biological community; details are published in GenBank
(see the website http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Homology).
These published conserved gene will be the reference for our
evaluation.
Measurement
We evaluate the output of a clustering algorithm from sev-
eral perspectives: the coverage, the degree of coverage, and
the sensitivity. For coverage, we count the number of pub-
lished conserved genes that overlap with the clusters reported.
In addition to coverage, we also measure, for each con-
served gene covered, its portion that overlaps with the clusters
reported, and we refer the average over all such genes as the
degree of coverage.
Notice that high coverage alone may not imply high-quality
output as an algorithm can simply output all matched substring
pairs as a single cluster, thus achieving the highest possible
coverage and degree of coverage. Therefore, we also measure
the percentage of the clusters reported that actually cover the
published conserved genes. This percentage is referred to as
the sensitivity. It gives us an indicator of the accuracy, yet it
may underestimate the actual accuracy as not all conserved
genes have been identified. In other words, we expect a good
algorithm to produce a set of clusters with high coverage and
reasonable sensitivity.
Aligning DNA sequences
We present the results on aligning DNA sequences of mouse
and human chromosomes. The chromosomes used in our
experiments are of lengths from 14 million to 65 million nuc-
leotides. In finding matched substring pairs, we require that
each pair of substrings reported has lengths at least 20. Sub-
string pairs with lengths less than 20 are likely to be noise
(Delcher et al., 1999). These substring pairs serve as the input
data to our algorithm as well as MUMmer. The details of the
data sets are given in the Appendix.
The findings We have analyzed the data and observed that
the average gap between adjacent matched substrings within
a conserved gene ranges from 1000 to 3000 nucleotides, and
the total length of matched substrings ranges from tens to
hundreds. Therefore, we have performed experiments using
differentGap andMinSize values. The results reveal that (1)
MaxMinCluster reports more conserved genes than MUMmer
in all settings, and (2) a sensible setting for MUMmer, as
well as for MaxMinCluster, is to let Gap = 2000 and
MinSize = 100.
Table 1 shows the coverage, degree of coverage and sensitiv-
ity of the output for the setting Gap = 2000 and MinSize =
100. In each data set, MaxMinCluster has a higher coverage
than MUMmer, the average improves from 58 to 71%. It is
evident that the global selection criterion is effective. The
output from MaxMinCluster also shows a higher degree of
coverage than MUMmer. Regarding sensitivity, both software
tools are reasonable, though MaxMinCluster is slightly higher.
In conclusion, MaxMinCluster, based on a global selection
criterion and the noise tolerance feature, is able to produce a
set of clusters of higher quality.
Different Gap and MinSize values We have also tested
the algorithms with different values of Gap and MinSize.
Firstly, we fix MinSize to 100 and vary Gap for 100, 300,
600, 1000, 2000 and 3000 (Fig. 2). The results show that cov-
erage, degree of coverage and sensitivity increase as the value
ofGap increases, yet increasing the value ofGapbeyond 2000
gives no significant improvement in coverage and sensitivity.
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Fig. 2. The effect of varying the Gap value on coverage, degree of coverage and sensitivity (MinSize is fixed to 100) on aligning DNA
sequences of mouse and human genomes.
Fig. 3. The effect of varying the MinSize value on coverage, degree of coverage and sensitivity (Gap is fixed to 2000) on aligning DNA
sequences of mouse and human genomes.
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Fig. 4. The coverage and sensitivity of aligning protein sequences of virus genomes for the setting MinSize = 8, Diff = 5, and
Ratio = 0.1.
Secondly, we fix Gap to 2000 and vary MinSize for 60,
80, 100, 120, 140, 200 and 300 (Fig. 3). The results show
that sensitivity increases as the value of MinSize increases,
while coverage and degree of coverage decrease as expec-
ted. Furthermore, increasing the value of MinSize beyond
100 gives no significant improvement in sensitivity. There-
fore, Gap = 2000 and MinSize = 100 is a sensible
choice to obtain a high coverage while maintaining a high
sensitivity.
Running time and memory requirement We have meas-
ured the actual running time and memory requirement of
MaxMinCluster and MUMmer-3 for the ten sets of data.
As expected, MUMmer-3, based on a linear time heur-
istic, is much faster and requires much less memory. The
average running time is about one second and the average
memory requirement is about two megabytes. On the other
hand, MaxMinCluster is much slower and requires more
memory as it uses a quadratic time algorithm to solve the
optimization problem optimally. Nevertheless, the actual run-
ning time of MaxMinCluster ranges from several seconds
to ten minutes and the actual memory requirement ranges
from tens to hundred megabytes; this is acceptable in most
applications.
Aligning translated protein sequences
Both MaxMinCluster and MUMmer-3 can be used to align the
translated protein sequences of different genomes. Aligning
on protein level is significant when the species are more distant
because these species usually show much higher similarity on
protein level than on nucleotide level.
We have run MaxMinCluster and MUMmer-3 on the trans-
lated protein sequences of the ten pairs of mouse and human
chromosomes. We find that the translated protein sequences
show much higher similarity and both MaxMinCluster and
MUMmer-3 achieve very high coverage. In particular, based
on the setting with matched substrings containing at least
7 amino acids (≈20 nt), Gap = 666 (≈2000 nt), and
MinSize = 33 (≈100 nt), MaxMinCluster and MUMmer-3
both achieves an average coverage of 92%; the sensitivity is
32 and 30%, respectively.
The high-coverage result above triggers us to further ana-
lyze the conserved genes. We found that in protein level, the
clusters residing in most conserved genes are quite obvious
and this explains why both software tools can obtain a high
coverage. To better understand the performance of MaxMin-
Cluster and MUMmer-3 on aligning protein sequences, we
perform experiments on aligning nine virus genomes, which
do not show a high level of similarity as human and mouse.
These virus genomes and the corresponding conserved genes
have been published in the literature (Herniou et al., 2001
http:// www.bio.ic.ac.uk/research/dor/research/eah). See the
Appendix for more details. These genomes are of length
from 100 000 nt to 200 000 nt. We translate the sequences
into amino acid sequences and use the suffix tree pro-
gram to locate matched substring pairs with at least three
amino acids.
We have run MaxMinCluster and MUMmer-3 using differ-
ent parameters. A sensible setting is MinSize = 8, and
the distance requirement has Diff = 5 and Ratio =
0.1. The coverage and sensitivity of MaxMinCluster and
MUMmer-3 are shown in Figure 4. In general, the coverage
of MaxMinCluster is higher than MUMmer, the average is
57 and 54% respectively; the average sensitivity of the two
software tools is almost the same, which is ∼66%.
Remarks We have also aligned the DNA sequences of the
nine virus genomes but find that most of them show very
low similarity. Both MUMmer-3 and MaxMinCluster are able
to uncover only very few conserved genes, indeed, for quite
a number of virus pairs, no matched substring pairs can be
found, not to mention conserved genes.
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APPENDIX














i 2 15 96 473 51
ii 7 19 52 394 192
iii 9 11 93 855 101
iv 14 8 38 818 38
v 15 22 71 613 72
vi 16 16 66 536 31
vii 16 22 61 200 30
viii 17 16 29 001 46
ix 17 19 56 236 30
x 19 11 29 814 93
Details of the data sets for virus genomes
Experiment
no.






i AcMNPV BmNPV 35 166 134
ii AcMNPV OpMNPV 59 949 126
iii AcMNPV LdMNPV 65 227 95
iv AcMNPV SeMNPV 66 898 100
v AcMNPV HaSNPV 64 291 98
vi AcMNPV PxGV 50 093 68
vii AcMNPV XcGV 85 443 78
viii AcMNPV CpGV 61 195 72
ix BmNPV OpMNPV 58 657 122
x BmNPV LdMNPV 63 086 93
xi BmNPV SeMNPV 66 448 99
xii BmNPV HaSNPV 63 939 98
xiii BmNPV PxGV 49 837 68
xiv BmNPV XcGV 84 110 75
xv BmNPV CpGV 60 708 72
xvi OpMNPV LdMNPV 75 906 98
xvii OpMNPV SeMNPV 63 261 101
xviii OpMNPV HaSNPV 59 125 95
xix OpMNPV PxGV 47 901 68
xx OpMNPV XcGV 77 986 75
xxi OpMNPV CpGV 59 715 76
xxii LdMNPV SeMNPV 62 545 102
xxiii LdMNPV HaSNPV 57 618 92
xxiv LdMNPV PxGV 46 668 68
xxv LdMNPV XcGV 75 350 77
xxvi LdMNPV CpGV 57 045 75
xxvii SeMNPV HaSNPV 64 980 101
xxviii SeMNPV PxGV 50 253 68
xxix SeMNPV XcGV 84 152 76
xxx SeMNPV CpGV 60 905 75
xxxi HaSNPV PxGV 49 146 67
xxxii HaSNPV XcGV 83 715 74
xxxiii HaSNPV CpGV 59 231 71
xxxiv PxGV XcGV 81 020 99
xxv PxGV CpGV 59 733 97
xxvi XcGV CpGV 63 258 107
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